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Figure 1: An example of the AnalogyMate system automatically suggests data analogy for the inputs. The system first suggests
data analogies according to the input, then generates corresponding design solutions and visual representations for illustrations.
Finally, we show a user-rendered version of one of the analogy designs.

ABSTRACT
Unfamiliar measurements usually hinder readers from grasping
the scale of the numerical data, understanding the content, and
feeling engaged with the context. To enhance data comprehen-
sion and communication, we leverage analogies to bridge the gap
between abstract data and familiar measurements. In this work,
we first conduct semi-structured interviews with design experts
to identify design problems and summarize design considerations.
Then, we collect an analogy dataset of 138 cases from various online
sources. Based on the collected dataset, we characterize a design
space for creating data analogies. Next, we build a prototype system,
AnalogyMate, that automatically suggests data analogies, their cor-
responding design solutions, and generated visual representations
powered by generative AI. The study results show the usefulness of
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1 INTRODUCTION
In our daily lives, we constantly encounter a wide range of nu-
merical data [17], whether in news articles, government reports,
financial statements, or scientific journals. However, numerical
data’s sheer scale or intricacy, often coupled with unfamiliar mea-
surements and abstract representations, poses barriers to compre-
hension and communication. This barrier can lead to misunder-
standings or misinterpretations, hindering readers from grasping
the key information that authors intend to convey through the
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data. To illustrate this, consider the headline “Every day, 1.3 billion
plastic bottles are sold worldwide, stacking up to the height of half
the Eiffel Tower”, with an illustrated figure shown in Fig. 4(a). The
primary purpose of this example is to enable the readers to perceive
the numerical data and realize the underlying significance of the
environmental damage caused by such a large amount of plastic
bottles. By introducing such a data analogy and its corresponding
visual presentation, we bridge the gap between the abstract data
“1.3 million” and the familiar measurements “the height of half the
Eiffel Tower”. In doing so, readers could better grasp the scale of
the numerical data, enhancing their understanding of the content
while feeling more engaged with the context.

The data analogy technique, involving juxtaposing abstract data
with familiar objects or measurements, has become a powerful tool
to improve the effective communication of data significance. This
approach is rooted in understanding and empirical research that
analogies serve as cognitive bridges, facilitating the comprehen-
sion and communication of numerical information [43]. Despite
the benefits of data analogies, it remains challenging for amateurs
to design and create them with infographics. The creation process
involves two stages. First, the ideation stage requires designers to
develop appropriate analogical objects with proper measurements
and scales, demonstrating the associations between the original
object and the numerical data. Second, the design stage demands di-
verse visual design skills and knowledge from designers to produce
visual representations with proper layout and contrast to convey
the message. Designers used to search for relevant ideas, numbers,
and images on multiple online resources and build everything from
scratch. This process is usually time-consuming for experts and
even more challenging for amateurs.

Previous work has proposed some automatic methods to improve
efficiency in the analogy design process. For example, Kim et al. [27]
developed tools for creating personalized spatial analogies using a
user’s location and a comprehensive landmark dataset to provide
contextual information for spatial measurements. Hullman et al.
[21] introduced a set of tools designed to automatically generate
re-expressions for unfamiliar measurements by leveraging mea-
surements of familiar objects. However, existing approaches have
often depended on compiling and curating object-measurement
databases within specific domains, limiting their capacity to gen-
erate diverse and innovative design solutions. Furthermore, there
is a significant demand for an ideation and design tool that offers
an integrated approach to facilitate the process of creating data
analogies.

Recently, the emergence of Large Language Models (LLMs), such
as GPT-3 [7], has expanded beyond the confines of domain-specific
datasets and could efficiently provide more diverse inspirations.
Meanwhile, Text-to-Image Generative Models, such as Stable Dif-
fusion [44], offer an additional efficiency dimension in producing
visual representations for data analogies. These advanced Genera-
tive AIs possess the capability to generate design ideas and produce
illustrative materials based on the generated text descriptions, thus
streamlining the data analogy creation process.

However, using generative AI techniques to assist in the data
analogy creation process presents several challenges. First, there
is a lack of systematic design space for data analogies. Such a de-
sign space could serve as a guiding framework for large language

Figure 2: The research process of the paper, where the blue
boxes are different research activities while the green boxes
are the output of such activities.

models in their design process, ensuring that they could generate
contextually relevant and insightful analogies. Second, crafting a
data analogy solution involves multiple steps. It requires a nuanced
understanding of the underlying meaning of numbers and objects
and several design considerations, such as the style of illustrations,
color palettes, and their alignment with the thematic context. To
streamline the intricate process, it is imperative to develop a sys-
tematic pipeline to generate analogy solutions step-by-step. This
pipeline should encompass the important stages of data analogy
creation, from concept development to visual representation de-
signs, ensuring a cohesive and efficient workflow. Last, to facilitate
the creation process and provide a user-friendly experience, we
need to carefully design tailored user interactions while integrating
different Generative AI techniques into such a creativity support
tool for data analogies.

In addressing these issues, this paper embarks on a mission to
leverage data analogy to bridge the gap between abstract data and
familiar measurements, thereby facilitating data comprehension
and enhancing data communication. We elaborate on our iterative
research process following the framework illustrated in Fig. 2. We
first conduct semi-structured interviews with design experts to
identify the problems in design practices and derive design con-
siderations from the feedback. Then, we collect exemplars from
various online sources to characterize the design space when creat-
ing illustrations of data analogies. Next, we propose a data analogy
generation pipeline and develop a prototype system that automati-
cally suggests data analogy choices with their corresponding design
solutions. The system also supports generalizing detailed images
powered by generative AI to illustrate the analogies. Finally, we
conduct two user studies. The first user study is a within-subject
lab study with 16 amateur designers to evaluate the utility of our
prototype system in facilitating the creation of data analogies. The
second user study is a crowdsourcing task with 80 participants to
examine the effectiveness of the created data analogies using Analo-
gyMate in improving data comprehension. Themajor contributions
of the paper are as follows:

• A design space for data analogies based on the collected
dataset of 138 classified data analogy cases.

• A creativity support tool called AnalogyMate that facilitates
the creation of data analogies using generative AI, and two
user studies that demonstrate its effectiveness in enhancing
data comprehension and communication.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Data Analogy
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The importance of data is increasingly evident in both scientific
and societal contexts [28], underscoring the crucial need for a pro-
found understanding, precise analysis, accurate interpretation, and
effective communication of data results [37]. Unfamiliar measure-
ments or numbers are frequently encountered in textual content,
often posing challenges for readers due to their lack of immediate
meaning without the appropriate contextual cues [2]. A strategic
way to improve how well people understand and communicate
data is to use data analogy, which connects abstract data to objects
or measurements that people are familiar with. This technique ad-
dresses the challenge of making data more accessible, as Riederer
et al. [43] provided empirical evidence showcasing the pivotal role
of analogies in facilitating numerical comprehension and recall.

From a theoretical standpoint, Chevalier et al. [12] proposed a
framework to facilitate the comprehension of quantitative informa-
tion through visual representations. Barrio et al. [2] extended this
by introducing a set of perspective templates, specifically designed
to convey unfamiliar measurements to a broad audience across for-
mats. Riederer et al. [43] introduced the concept of “re-expression”
using measurements of concrete objects for unfamiliar measure-
ments. These approaches employ the re-expression method, substi-
tuting familiar measurements for less accessible ones, whereas the
perspective template approach distills data into simpler forms using
percentages, ratios, and multiples. The data analogy technique syn-
thesizes both methods, incorporating elements of both to transform
complex information into more comprehensible terms. Despite
these valuable contributions, prior research had yet to categorize
data analogies systematically. To fill this gap, this paper introduces
a design space of data analogies by systematically classifying 138
cases collected from various prominent websites.

Meanwhile, some researchers explored automatic methods for
generating data analogies. Hullman et al. [21] pioneered the cre-
ation of a comprehensive database encompassing familiar objects
and their corresponding measurements. They also created an inno-
vative tool capable of translating less known measurements into
terms of familiar objects’ measurements. For example, Kim et al. [27]
introduced a tool for generating personalized spatial analogies to
help readers understand distances and areas in text articles. How-
ever, traditional automatic analogy generation tools relied heavily
on curated data sets while we utilized the capabilities of GPT-3.5 to
assist users in analogy designs. Traditional methods are typically
confined to analogies within the same measurement, whereas our
approach enables measurement transformation. Additionally, we
employ stable diffusion to generate illustration materials based on
design schemes.

2.2 Creativity Supporting Tool
Creativity was once considered a unique skill that makes humans
distinctive [45]. However, with significant advancements in LLMs
and natural language processing (NLP) techniques, the utilization
of artificial intelligence to construct Creativity Support Tools (CSTs,
e.g., [52, 53]), has emerged as a trend. These tools facilitate a spec-
trum of tasks performed by designers [26], physicians [60], and
researchers [41].

In the realm of AI-supported CSTs, two major groups could be
delineated based on the specific aspect of the process they support.

One group of CSTs focuses on background research and ideation
evaluation [19]. For instance, Zhang et al. [59] have developed
Story Drawer, a cooperative drawing platform between children
and AI that aims to promote children’s imaginative visual story-
telling. Wang et al. [53] designed Idea Expander, which facilitates
group brainstorming by providing a dynamic visual communication
channel and pictorial stimuli. Moreover, Karolus et al.[24] gener-
ated meaningful task-related proficiency feedback to improve user
awareness of the issues in their writing samples.

The other group of CSTs aims to assist the designing process
by directly generating new ideas or giving hints on the target top-
ics [19]. Wan et al. [52] proposed a StyleGAN-driven digital mood
board, GAN-Collage, integrating AI-generated visual ideas into
the ideation phase to support creativity. Mozafari et al.[36] intro-
duced an approach for both targeted and serendipitous UI design
inspiration on image-based inputs. Moreover, some researchers
leverage metaphor and analogy to find connections between ideas
that share similar characteristics. For example, Sun et al. proposed
using metaphor’s target-source concepts to facilitate visual design
ideation [23] and gesture design [50] imaginatively. To support
science writers in explaining unfamiliar concepts, Kim et al. [25]
launched Metaphorian, which facilitates the search, extension, and
iterative revision of extended metaphors.

The current trend of CSTs could be summarized as low matu-
rity, all-process support, multi-device compatibility, low complex-
ity, low availability, and low expertise [19]. Our work focuses on
facilitating the entire creativity process, by highlighting generat-
ing, evaluating, and utilizing ideation in analogy designs and their
downstream tasks. Building on the concept of inspiring creativity in
CST design [29, 42], our tool supports the designer and authors in
performing end-to-end analogy generation tasks through analysis,
revision, and utilization of inspirations.

2.3 LLM-Supported Design
The emergence of Large Language Models(LLM) such as GPT-3 [7]
and Large-scale Text-to-image Generation Models(LTGM) like Sta-
ble Diffusion [44] has spurred a wave of research in the Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) domain. Researchers have been in-
vestigating the integration of advanced artificial intelligence tech-
nologies to support various tasks. These tasks span a wide spec-
trum of HCI applications, encompassing question-answering sys-
tems [35], story generation [13, 15], automatic generation of visu-
alizations [16] and personalized news recommendation [32]. For
example, CodeToon [49] is a visual programming environment that
fosters collaborative comic creation through generative conversa-
tional AI. Opal [33] leads users in a systematic exploration of visual
concepts and offers a pathway for generating illustrations based on
article tone, keywords, and relevant artistic styles using semantic
search and methods of prompt engineering GPT-3.

In the context of pre-trained generative models, prompt engineer-
ing methods offer an alternative approach to model fine-tuning [54].
Recent work in prompt engineering has proposed several meth-
ods to improve prompts [20, 22]. Specifically, the development of
Low-code LLM [10] and PromptCrafter [1] have been dedicated
to capturing user intent through well-crafted text prompts and
optimizing the wording of prompts. Dang et al. [15] integrated a
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user interface (UI) for phrase suggestions and a UI for zero-shot
prompt inputs into an LLM. Our approach integrates the chain-
of-thought technique [55] and leverages few-shot examples [7] to
enhance the prompt optimization, ultimately aiming for improved
and more effective outcomes. In our study, we employ GPT-3.5 as a
knowledge repository to assist users in interactively designing data
analogies and illustrations. Additionally, we offer prompting solu-
tions that establish connections between Large Language Models
and Large-scale Text-to-image Generation Models.

3 PRELIMINARY STUDY
To better understand the workflow and design choices in creating
data analogies, we conducted in-depth interviews with four experi-
enced domain experts and summarized the design considerations
from expert feedback.

3.1 Expert Interview
We conducted semi-structured interviews with four design experts
(E1-E4, two females) following established research guidelines [31].
Each interview lasted approximately one hour and was conducted
online via meeting software that enables screen sharing. All the
interviewees have over 7 years of experience in data-related design
and have personally created or frequently encountered data analo-
gies. We first introduced our research topic and the core concepts
(i.e., data analogy) to the experts. Next, we asked them a set of
prepared questions under two topics: the usage scenarios of data
analogies and the general workflow for creating data analogies. Ex-
ample questions included queries such as, “what are the common
use cases, and what motivates their adoption?”, “could you
outline the typical creation process for data analogies?”, and
“what factors and design requirements should be considered
during the creation process?”. Throughout the interview process,
we asked follow-up questions if we noticed that an interviewee’s
answer was unclear or if we wanted to dig deeper into the details
of their daily conduct.

We collected a substantial amount of qualitative data from the
interviews. We transcribed the audio recordings and then coded
the texts to achieve our interview objectives (design workflow and
design consideration) through thematic analysis [6]. Two authors
were responsible for the coding process. Initially, we independently
coded the transcriptions, marking sentences relevant to our re-
search questions. Subsequently, for each research question, we read
through all marked sentences, generated codes from them, and
grouped similar codes. After independent coding, we met to com-
pare our codes and discussed any discrepancies until we reached an
agreement. We then coded all transcriptions using the latest codes.
Our findings are summarized into two parts: design workflow of
data analogy creation, and design considerations for building a
creativity support system.

3.2 Design Workflow
During the interview process, we identified a common need to pro-
vide a systematic design pipeline from all the experts. The pipeline
of data analogy creation can be typically divided into two sequen-
tial stages: analogy design and illustration design. We summarize
the related expert feedback as follows.

Provide a systematic pipeline. All four experts mentioned that es-
tablishing a well-organized analogy design process is necessary
and beneficial. E1 expressed the desire for users to engage in in-
teractive decision-making at crucial moments. E2 also shared his
ideal workflow, stating that “I hope the system can provide automatic
recommendations for different analogy solutions and design schemes.”

Facilitate analogy design. All four experts agree that analogy de-
sign is a time-consuming process that requires domain knowledge
and iterative refinement. E1, E3, and E4 emphasize that analogy
design demands sensitivity to data, an understanding of conceptual
nuances within the data, and relevant domain expertise. E1 suggests,
“Data analogy design typically involves systematic brainstorming to
find the most fitting metaphorical expressions.”

Assist illustration design. Two experts (E1 and E2) believe that
the visual design of data analogy illustrations is crucial. E2 shared
his personal experience of spending a significant amount of time
searching for suitable image materials, stating that “the main chal-
lenge lies in the conceptualization of the design process.” E1 added,
“it is important to align the color palette of the illustrations with the
style of the article.”

3.3 Design Cosideration
Combined with expert interviews and our previous literature re-
view, we have derived the following design considerations for the
proposed system, specifically aimed at addressing their key con-
cerns.

C1. Understand the implications of the data content. In
designing data analogies, it is crucial to help the audience quickly
grasp the underlying implications of the data content descriptions.
As mentioned by E3, “the goal of designing data analogies is not
merely to present the data but to encourage readers to engage in
deeper contemplation.”

C2. Enhancing data understanding through analogy de-
signs. Based on previous literature and expert feedback, we have
summarized four key factors influencing data comprehension: ob-
ject familiarity, concreteness, similarity [21, 27], and the percepti-
bility of numerical values [3]. For the first three factors, we aim
to leverage user-friendly interactions, allowing users to customize
their preferences according to their needs. Concerning perceptibil-
ity, we also considered this when designing prompts. The specific
implementation of the four key factors can be found in Section 5.3.

C3. Ensure the consistency of illustration styles with the
topic domain. All the experts concurred that the design of illus-
trations should align with the thematic essence conveyed by data
analogies. For instance, if a data analogy addresses a serious subject,
the design of the illustrations should exude a sense of seriousness.
Maintaining a consistent style across multiple illustrations is im-
perative. Illustration design involves considering numerous factors,
encompassing emotions, stylistic elements, and color palettes. Our
system adheres to various design principles to ensure the coherence
of visual elements with the narrative topic throughout the design
process.

C4. Enable user control for customization and personal-
ization. All experts expressed their preferences for controlling the
generated results at various stages. First, they wish to have control
over different analogy strategies to explore different analogy ideas.
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Second, when designing for different scenarios, they hope to adjust
parameters to meet specific requirements. After the system gen-
erates automatic analogy descriptions, they are more inclined to
review and modify the generated analogies for fine-tuning. Finally,
when creating final illustrations using generative models, users
would like to adjust keywords or prompts for better control over
the generated illustrative materials.

4 DESIGN SPACE
Previous studies lacked a systematic design space of data analogies.
To provide guidance for our system, we collected a dataset of 138
cases from online sources. Based on a systematic classification
of these cases, we proposed the design space for creating data
analogies.

4.1 Dataset Construction
In our data collection and labeling process, two researchers with
different backgrounds (one majoring in HCI and one with a data
science background) were involved. To ensure a standardized pro-
cedure, they carried out the data collection, labeling, and screening
process separately. We initiated our study by conducting a com-
prehensive search for relevant datasets that had been previously
released in academic research and other sources, including info-
graphics [5] and data videos [58]. These databases were sourced
from reputable sources (e.g., The Washington Post, Reuters) and
were of high quality (e.g., winners of Kantar Information is Beau-
tiful Awards). To compile a diverse set of analogy cases, we then
collected our analogy exemplars by querying and browsing multi-
facet data-related online sources. Our source website covers various
types of media, including news articles (30%), social media (20%),
infographic websites (30%), and institute websites (20%). After iden-
tifying the analogy cases from the websites, we deconstructed them
into analogy pairs. After the dataset was ready, the two researchers
conducted the data labeling process independently. They labeled
each case with predefined data types and representation styles.
Inter-rater reliability was quantified by Cohen’s kappa coefficient:
0.95 (analogy strategy), 0.97 (measurement transformation), 0.82
(data binding types), 0.98 (presentation form) and 0.98 (layout). For
the inconclusive cases, two researchers proceeded with the screen-
ing process by first extracting the controversial ones. Subsequently,
they engaged in a discussion to assess whether these cases met the
definition of data analogy and eliminated any unqualified items.
The resulting data analogy cases were compiled into an Excel file,
where any duplicates or unachievable cases (i.e., protected by prop-
erty rights or refused to be reprinted) were removed. Finally, after
all the data were ready, two researchers resolved the differences of
opinion arising from the collection and labeling processes through
further discussions.

The final dataset consists of 138 analogy cases, totaling 3,178
analogy pairs, which were extracted from 66 different online pages.
The topic of these analogy cases covers fields of health (15.4%),
entertainment (23.1%), ecology (10.1%), popular science (23.3%),
and society (18.5%). The dataset is available at https://analogymate.
github.io/designspace/.

Figure 3: Data analogy design space, which consists of two
perspectives: data analogy design (analogy strategy, mea-
surement transformation, and data binding type) and data
analogy presentation (presentation form and layout).

4.2 Data Analogy Classification
Our deconstructive analysis of the collected data serves two pri-
mary purposes: to classify data analogy cases and to enhance our
understanding of how concepts are conveyed through various re-
lationships between objects and entities. We then construct our
design space from two perspectives: data analogy design and data
analogy presentation (as shown in Fig. 3). The former relates to
the data analogy ideation process, including analogy strategies,
measurement transformation, and data binding types. The latter
corresponds to the data analogy visual presentation process, includ-
ing presentation form and layout.

4.2.1 Data Analogy Design. To understand how data analogies
are created, we surveyed previous literature and analyzed the data
analogy dataset we collected. We then characterized three key
elements of data analogy design: analogy strategy, measurement
transformation, and data binding type.

In terms of analogy strategy, Chevalier et al. [12] demonstrated
3 object-to-object relations with regard to their measurable proper-
ties on a scale: comparisons, containment, and unitization. Compar-
ison (Fig. 4(a)) focuses on the elementary-level shared properties
between objects. This aligns with one-to-one type analogies, where
objects are directly compared with another analogical object. Con-
tainment refers to objects placed within a container. Unitization
(Fig. 4(b)) involves redefining an object as a new unit of measure-
ment. Similar to the untization strategy, we proposed another strat-
egy, accumulation, which is also commonly applied in analogy
designs. When the scale of the original object is too small to grasp,
accumulation strategy (Fig. 4(c)) is employed to present a bunch
of the original objects to form another analogical object, which is
the opposite operation as in unitization. Hullman et al. [21] defined
proportional analogy as expressing a pair of measurements using
two familiar objects that have measurements with the same ratio,
and we also adopted proportion(Fig. 4(c)) strategy. In conclusion, we
have expanded the classification of data analogy strategies, which
include comparison, unitization, accumulation, and proportion. By
analyzing our dataset, we found that the most commonly used
strategy is comparison (73.4%), followed by accumulation (13.7%),
proportion (7.2%), and unitization (5.8%).

https://analogymate.github.io/designspace/
https://analogymate.github.io/designspace/
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Figure 4: Four data analogy examples from our collected
dataset. (a) 1.3 billion bottles are sold daily comparedwith the
Eiffel Tower. (b) Five grams of plastic are consumed weekly
compared to a porcelain soup spoon. (c) The wealth differ-
ence between Jeff Bezos and an American mid-class family
compared with the size difference between a white blood
cell and a finback whale. (d) Each year, 75.6 trillion gallons
of water are added to the ocean, which equals 114.4 million
Olympic-size swimming pools.

In terms of measurement transformation, we found that for
some measurements like temperature, time, and wealth, it is some-
times difficult to design proper analogies within the same data
measurements. For example, Fig. 4(c) shows an analogy example us-
ing measurement transformation, in which the wealth gap between
Jeff Bezos and a typical middle-class family is measured as the
size of a white blood cell and a finback whale. The transformation
process, or the switch of measurement, conveys a more intuitive
message about the given objects. In our dataset, a significant 67.6%
of analogical cases involve measurement transformation.

In terms of data binding type, we have identified seven com-
mon data binding types used in data analogies. Four of the seven
data binding types have been included in previous research [47],
namely length, area, volume, and quantity. These four types are
also common measurements that are easily depicted in static il-
lustrations. The other three types, temperature, time, and abstract
concepts, are derived from our collected dataset. All three addi-
tional data binding types are highly related to human experience.
By analyzing our dataset, we found that length(50, 35.9%) stands
out as the dominant data binding type, with volume (34, 24.5%),
area (28, 20.1%), and quantity (14, 10.1%) trailing behind. Abstract
concepts (10, 7.2%) also play a vital role in pictorial visualizations
while time (2, 1.4%) and temperature (1, <1%) were rarely utilized
in pictorial visualizations. Such design decisions may be due to the
relatively low perception of these human experiences.

4.2.2 Data Analogy Presentation. To present an analogy, there are
various presentation forms, including illustrations, infographics,
video, interface website, etc. By analyzing our dataset, we have
classified those presentation forms into static and dynamic forms
(as shown in Fig. 3). We observed that the majority of data analogy
cases (89, 64.5%) in our dataset use static forms, while the other
cases (49, 35.5%) apply dynamic forms.

The layout of objects is another crucial consideration in creat-
ing visual representations. Phillips and McQuarrie [40] proposed
a typology to distinguish different metaphor structures based on
the complexity and ambiguity of the visual structure. We adopted
two classifications, juxtaposition, and fusion, that are applicable in
data analogy scenarios. As shown in Fig. 3, the juxtaposition layout

refers to a graphic in which objects and analogy entities are sepa-
rated and distributed in parallel, while the fusion layout refers to a
graphic in which objects and analogy entities blend harmoniously
into one. In our dataset, apart from a few cases containing only
text (14, 10.2%), the juxtaposition layout (82, 59.4%) has a numerical
advantage over the fusion layout (42, 30.4%). The fusion layout,
blending original and analogical objects harmoniously into one
design, is more challenging and time-consuming than the juxta-
position layout. This challenge arises from the need to achieve a
seamless integration and coherent visual representation.

5 SYSTEM
To support creative design with data analogy, we developed a proto-
type system called AnalogyMate through an iterative process. The
system (Fig. 5) employs an automated two-stage pipeline (Fig. 6) to
suggest analogy design and illustration design. In the analogy de-
sign process, the underlying meaning of the sentence is interpreted
to suggest analogy objects better match the theme (C1), and four
factors are taken into consideration to enhance data comprehension
through generated design solutions (C2). In the illustration design
process, the system suggests different aspects of the illustrations
according to the theme (C3). Also, users can make crucial decisions
interactively at critical points throughout the process (C4).

5.1 Interface Design and User Interaction
AnalogyMate consists of three main views: the Input View, the Gen-
erator View, and the Refinement View. Input View (V1) allows
users to input original data description sentences containing numer-
ical data. Users can select different design strategies according to
their requirements. Generator View (V2) automatically suggests
data analogies, their corresponding design solutions, and illustra-
tion materials. Refinement View (V3) is where users can sort the
analogy list to meet their specific needs and make adjustments to
the generated results.

Here is how the system works. Users begin by entering the Input
View (depicted in Fig. 5-1), where they input description sentences
containing numerical data. Users can choose between simple data
and proportion data as their input formats. For simple data, users
have the option to choose from three analogy strategies: compari-
son, unitization, and accumulation. If users are unsure about which
analogy strategy to use, they can select the “unclassified” button,
allowing the system to generate various types of analogies using
all the above strategies. Next, users click the “Generate Analogies”
button, and the system returns a sorted list of generated analogies,
as shown in Fig. 5-2. Users can update the sorted list by adjusting
the weights of three factors using the slider bars at the bottom,
aligning the results with their preferences. Subsequently, users can
select one of the analogies and click on the “choose and edit” button.
The selected analogy result then appears in the text area shown
in Fig. 5-3(a). Here, users can make modifications to the analogy
description and then click the button to generate an illustrated de-
sign scheme, which includes the interpretation of the data analogy
theme (Fig. 5-3(b)) and the recommended illustration keywords
(Fig. 5-3(c)). Among those keywords, “visual attributes” include
keywords related to the illustration’s emotion, style, and color
palette, while “objects” and “background” respectively represent
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Figure 5: System interface (left) and illustration created by users using generated analogy and materials (right). The system in
this screenshot has suggested an analogy list for the input “Every day 1.3 billion plastic bottles are sold around the world” and
generated illustration design solutions for the chosen analogy.

the recommended illustration objects and background. Users can
add or modify keywords and select multiple keywords to generate
illustration materials (Fig. 5-3(d)).

5.2 System Pipeline
We introduce an automated two-stage pipeline (Fig. 6) to construct
the AnalogyMate system, tailored for creating data analogies with
analogy designs and corresponding illustration materials. In the
first stage, the system proceeds through three steps to generate
data analogies. In the second stage, it generates illustration design
schemes along with the corresponding illustration materials.

5.2.1 Stage 1: Analogy Design. This first stage consists of three
major steps: generate analogy objects, modify generated analogy
objects, and calculate and polish the descriptive sentence.

Generate Analogy Objects. When a user inputs a sentence con-
taining numerical data into AnalogyMate, the system generates
familiar objects with their measurements according to the cho-
sen analogy strategies. This process is accomplished using GPT-3.5,
which involves three specific steps: prompt selection, guided design,
and theme interpretation. To design prompts, we start by selecting
representative data analogy examples as few-shot examples. After
that, based on the user’s chosen analogy strategies, we provide
corresponding guidelines to guide the design process. Finally, to in-
terpret the underlying theme of the input, we utilize both few-shot
examples and the chain-of-thought method.

Modify Generated Analogy Objects. To enhance the data accu-
racy and clarity of generated analogy objects, we employ GPT-3.5 to
perform a two-step correction. In the first step, we verify and adjust
the numerical values of the analogy objects. This step enables us
to correct obvious errors, such as changing “depth of swimming
pool: 0.2 meters” to “depth of swimming pool: 2 meters”. In the
second step, we address issues where data descriptions lack clarity.
For example, we may modify “the height of a house: 7 meters” to
“the height of a two-story house: 7 meters.” This further refines and
optimizes the generated analogy objects by providing more specific
measurement values.

In our experiments, we observed that using GPT-3.5 to calcu-
late generated analogies within the same conversation can lead
to calculation errors and inconsistencies between the calculation
results and the answers. To address these issues, we opt to perform
calculations on our backend server. Then, we construct sentences
using predefined text templates. Following this, we utilize GPT-3.5
for sentence refinement using news report tone.

5.2.2 Stage 2: Illustration Design. The second stage involves two
major steps: generate illustration design solutions and generate
illustration materials.

Generate Illustration Design Solutions. This step also employs the
chain-of-thought method (Fig. 6). Initially, GPT-3.5 needs to un-
derstand the intended meaning of the analogy sentence to ensure
that the generated illustration schemes align with the theme and
emotions users want to convey. Second, our system suggests differ-
ent aspects of the illustrations, including visual attributes, objects,
and backgrounds. Visual attributes encompass factors such as emo-
tion, color palette, and style. Previous research [56] has shown that
emotions in images can be conveyed through color factors such as
color temperature, brightness, and color contrast. Therefore, when
generating color palettes, our system suggests these four factors
based on the theme. Finally, each aspect of the illustration design
results is extracted into keywords.

Generate Illustration Materials. We utilize the Stable Diffusion
API to generate illustration materials. To ensure consistency in style
among the generated illustration materials, we maintain constant
keywords of visual attributes when generating the main object and
background images. This approach facilitates the post-processing
and integration by designers, ensuring that the final illustrations
maintain a cohesive and harmonious style.

5.3 Implementation Detail
This system was implemented using Python’s Flask for the backend,
while the frontend was developed with React, CSS, JavaScript, and
Axios. Additionally, utilized the Stable Diffusion and GPT-3.5 APIs
to perform the analogy design and illustration design tasks. To
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Figure 6: Pipeline of AnalogyMate. In the analogy design process, the system first generates analogy objects, then modifies
the results, and finally calculates and polishes the analogy sentence. In the illustration design process, the system suggests
illustration design solutions and then generates illustration materials according to the keywords selected. Users can make
crucial decisions interactively at critical points throughout the process.

enhance data comprehension, we have incorporated the factors out-
lined inC2 into our system: object familiarity, concreteness, similar-
ity, and numerical value perceptibility. For the initial three factors,
our aim is to enable user-adjustable weights, offering customization
according to individual preferences. Regarding perceptibility, we
consider it when designing prompts.

5.3.1 Object-entity Similarity. The similarity between objects and
analogy entities strongly influences the freshness and vitality con-
veyed by analogy cases. In the field of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), quantifying similarity between concepts has been achieved,
with notable frameworks such as WordNet [9] and ConceptNet [48].
To ensure consistency and avoid the impact of different score ranges,
we normalized the indicators.

Norm(𝐼 (𝑥,𝑦𝑖 )) =
I(𝑥,𝑦𝑖 ) −min(𝑥,𝑦 𝑗 ) ∈ (𝑥,𝑌 ) I(𝑥,𝑦 𝑗 )

max(𝑥,𝑦 𝑗 ) ∈ (𝑥,𝑌 ) I(𝑥,𝑦 𝑗 ) −min(𝑥,𝑦 𝑗 ) ∈ (𝑥,𝑌 ) I(𝑥,𝑦 𝑗 )
(1)

Note 𝑥 refers to the object concept of a given data analogy case. 𝑌
represents the set of analogy entity concepts. 𝐼 (𝑥,𝑦𝑖 ) is the mea-
surement to be normalized, such as similarity in WordNet.

Accordingly, we define a similarity term to quantify and adjust
the semantic relationship between object and entity, given as

𝑆𝑖 = 𝑤1Norm(Path(𝑥,𝑦𝑖 )) +𝑤2Norm(Corr(𝑥,𝑦𝑖 )) (2)

where 𝑃𝑎𝑡ℎ(𝑥,𝑦𝑖 ) measures the length of the shortest path in the
WordNet hyponym/hypernym graph [21, 38]. 𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 (𝑥,𝑦𝑖 ) repre-
sents relatedness defined in ConceptNet, which exhibits a high

correlation with the human gold-standard ranking, as measured by
its Spearman correlation [48].

5.3.2 Familiarity. Familiarity is a vital factor to measure in anal-
ogy design [21]. A familiar analogy entity provides the audience
with abundant information to relate immediately to their own ex-
periences. While WordNet does not directly measure familiarity,
many researchers use the frequency of each synset’s occurrence in
a semantic concordance as a familiarity score [14, 30]. Therefore,
we include the word frequency database as a component of our
familiarity measurement. We use SUBTLEX-UK [51] for word fre-
quency statistics, which is a widely accepted database in the fields
of linguistics and natural language processing research. We define
our familiarity measurement as follows:

𝐹𝑖 = 𝑤3Norm(Syn(𝑦𝑖 )) +𝑤4Norm(Freq(𝑦𝑖 )) (3)

where 𝑆𝑦𝑛(𝑦𝑖 ) represents the number of synsets inWordNet related
to concept 𝑦𝑖 , and 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑒𝑖 ) denotes the word frequency based on
the SUBTLEX-UK word database. 𝑤3 and 𝑤4 are user-adjustable
parameters that determine the weight of these factors in the famil-
iarity measurement.

5.3.3 Concreteness. Concreteness evaluates the perceived level
of an entity or concept. Hullman et al. [21] refers that concrete
metaphors should be objects with physical forms. We quantified the
concreteness scores using WordNet [9] and collected scores from
human-evaluation-based database [8]. Feng et al. [18] and Bolognes
et al. [4] suggested a correlation between hypernyms, hyponyms,
and concept concreteness. This inspires us to use hypernyms and
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hyponyms as a term to measure concreteness. Therefore, we define
our Concreteness term as

𝐶𝑖 = 𝑤5Norm(hypernyms(𝑦𝑖 )/hyponyms(𝑦𝑖 )) +𝑤6Norm(Conc(𝑦𝑖 ))
(4)

where 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐 (𝑦𝑖 ) represents the concreteness score in Brysbaert
findings [8]. hypernyms(𝑦𝑖 ) and hyponyms(𝑦𝑖 ) denote the number
of hypernyms and hyponyms linked with word or concept 𝑦𝑖 . Both
scores are weighted by𝑤5 and𝑤6.

5.3.4 Perceptibility of Numerical Values. In our preliminary study,
E1 emphasized the importance of numbers being easily perceptible
to readers when reading articles. Previous systems encouraged mul-
tipliers within the range of 1 to 10 for analogy generation [21], we
adopted this range in our study. Regarding the unitization strategy,
E1 stated, “unitization is often used to convey a large value for
impactful delivery, and readers are sometimes forgiving of preci-
sion discrepancies.” Therefore, we limited the multiplier to values
exceeding 1000.

6 EVALUATION
We conducted two user studies to evaluate the validity and effective-
ness of our proposed method and prototype system. In the first user
study, we examined whether and how AnalogyMate contributes to
the design of data analogies and the creation of the corresponding
illustrations. The second user study aimed to examine the effec-
tiveness of the data analogy created by AnalogyMate in enhancing
data comprehension.

6.1 User Study I: Creating Data Analogies with
AnalogyMate

To gain insights into whether and how AnalogyMate contributes
to data analogy design and related illustration creation, we con-
ducted a within-subject study, comparing AnalogyMate against the
conventional web search results.

6.1.1 Experiment Design. As prior research has indicated [39], web
search engines serve as a powerful tool for generating ideas and
creating visual materials. Designers often utilize Internet searches
to help find data analogy inspirations and related illustration mate-
rials as raw materials. Specifically, we assessed whether users could
(1) generate more data analogy designs and (2) improve the effi-
ciency of illustration production with AnalogyMate. Additionally,
we evaluated our tool’s ability to assist users engaged in creative
work through a Creativity Support Index (CSI) evaluation question-
naire [11].

6.1.2 Participants. We recruited 16 amateur designers through so-
cial media and word-of-mouth (P1 P16, 12 females, with an average
age of 22.5 years and a standard deviation of 3.37). They come from
diverse backgrounds, primarily students, including both undergrad-
uate and graduate students. Additionally, some work in the internet
industry, while others are research assistants. The recruitment cri-
teria were that they all had prior experience in design activities,
possessed a basic proficiency in design software, and expressed an
interest in creating data analogy illustrations. These participants
would receive a commemorative gift as a reward for completing
the tasks. They were also allowed to receive two additional awards

(one creativity award and one design award) after we collected all
the user study results, which the domain experts would select.

6.1.3 Procedure and Tasks. During the study, participants were
tasked with creating data analogies and producing illustrations,
with one utilizing the baseline (internet search) and the other em-
ploying the AnalogyMate system. Initially, participants were ran-
domly assigned two out of four descriptive sentences with numeri-
cal content, which were as follows: “If all of Greenland’s ice melts,
global sea levels are expected to rise by 7 meters”, “In order to
rescue the children trapped in the cave, firefighters pumped out 1.2
billion liters of floodwater”, “Every day, 1.3 billion plastic bottles
are sold around the world”, and “The ratio of Bezo’s wealth to those
of middle-class American families is about 900,000 to 1”. For the
assigned sentences, they were required to develop as many data
analogy design schemes as possible within a specific time limit.
Subsequently, participants were asked to select their favorite de-
sign scheme from each set and generate illustration materials for
the two data analogies. One set of illustration materials was to
be generated using the AnalogyMate system, while the other set
required participants to input keywords into the system or utilize
Google Image search to produce images. Participants alternated
between the baseline and system conditions, with their condition
order randomly assigned (either baseline first and then system or
system first and then baseline) to mitigate potential learning effects.
All the provided and generated materials will be presented in the
supplementary materials.

At the outset, participants were introduced to the fundamental
concepts of data analogy design. They were allowed to familiarize
themselves with the dataset we had compiled to understand the
concept of data analogy. Prior to using the AnalogyMate system,
they received a brief introduction and demonstration of the system.
Participants were randomly assigned two sentences with numeri-
cal content and were tasked with designing data analogy schemes
for them. For each sentence, they were allocated 15 minutes to
brainstorm as many design schemes as possible. Subsequently, they
were required to generate illustration materials for the selected
two proposals independently. We recorded the number of illustra-
tion materials ultimately chosen by the participants and the total
time spent on generating design materials. Finally, participants
were instructed to create the final illustrations using the selected
materials on their own. After the experiment concluded, we in-
vited participants to complete the CSI evaluation questionnaire,
which measures six dimensions of creativity support [11]: Explo-
ration, Expressiveness, Immersion, Enjoyment, Results Worth Effort,
and Collaboration, to assess the usability of our system.

6.1.4 Result Analysis. We collected qualitative and quantitative
feedback from the participants and summarized them as follows.

The amount of analogy ideas. Participants generated a sig-
nificantly larger amount of data analogies than the baseline using
AnalogyMate. On average, participants generated five analogies
(SD=1.26) using the AnalogyMate, whereas the average number
of analogies with baseline was 3.873 (SD=1.09). Since this study
employed a within-subjects design and involved count data, we con-
ducted a paired-sample Wilcoxon test, revealing that the difference
between these means was statistically significant (p < 0.004). In
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terms of creativity assistance, all the 16 participants unanimously fa-
vored AnalogyMate for the following reasons: (1) Internet searches
for specific keywords relied heavily on individual knowledge and
consistently yielded specific keyword data, limiting the exploration
of related concepts (P2, P9, P12, and P15); (2) AnalogyMate provided
diverse creative ideas and inspired creativity (P2, P3, P11, and P12);
(3) the interpretation of themes and recommendations of keywords
saved time in generating suitable illustration materials (P4 and P6).

The time involved in creation. AnalogyMate enables partici-
pants to find illustration materials in significantly less time than
the baseline. On average, participants spent 5.91 minutes generat-
ing usable materials with the AnalogyMate (SD=1.91), while the
average time spent with the baseline was 7.92 minutes (SD=2.21).
Since this study employed a within-subjects design and involved
count data, we conducted a paired-sample Wilcoxon test, which
revealed that the difference between these means was statistically
significant (p < 0.007). When asked which tool was more efficient
for finding usable image materials, all 16 participants unanimously
agreed that the AnalogyMate saved them more time. The two main
reasons users mentioned were as follows: (1) The recommended
keywords helped them clarify their desired materials. (2) Analogy-
Mate could generate images based on selected keywords, which
proved especially effective for sourcing image materials that were
not readily available online.

System design. In general, users expressed their appreciation
for the system’s ability to generate analogy designs. As stated by
P4 (F, age=22), “...When I first looked at the data, I did not have
any ideas, but AnalogyMate provided many potential analogies and
design schemes, some of which proved challenging for me to con-
ceive independently.” Moreover, P11 (F, age=22) mentioned that
system-generated designs were regarded as inspirations to spark
their creativity. Additionally, a majority of the users found the sys-
tem’s keyword recommendation and selection feature valuable. For
instance, when users feel uncertain about illustration design, the
recommended keywords can provide inspiration. As mentioned by
P6 (Female, age=20), "The recommended keywords cover most of the
content that I want to convey. Some detailed keywords, such as color
temperature and emotions, are more detailed than what I could have
thought, and they enhance the final expression of the images."

The quality of generated results. All participants found the
results generated by AnalogyMate useful and inspiring. Although,
despite the two-step correction provided in our pipeline and system,
users still reported several inaccuracy occasions due to the limita-
tions of GPT-3.5. For example, P6(F, age=20) mentioned that the
ratio of the height of the Himalayas to the height of one step is not
exactly 900,000:1. This discrepancy occurred because the height of
the Himalayas divided by 900,000 is mistakenly calculated by GPT.
Nonetheless, users still found the generated content inspiring and
convenient. As in the inaccuracy case P6(F, age=20) encountered,
the participant commented, “I still think it is helpful to generate the
height of the Himalayas as an analogy. I can easily do the simple
calculation myself if I want it to be more precise, and sometimes, the
accuracy is not a major concern for my targeted audience.”

SCI Score of AnalogyMate. Table 1 displays the average factor
counts, average factor scores, and average weighted factor scores
for the six factors of the CSI [11]. Average factor counts can gauge
which factors are most important for the experimental task, with

the highest possible count for any specific factor being 5. According
to Table 1, exploration seems to be the most crucial for participants,
while collaboration appears to be less relevant or important to users.
Each factor has a factor score, which is the total of the agreement
statement responses for that factor. The responses are on a 0 to 10
scale, and a higher score indicates that the tool supports that factor
better. In Table 1, we observe that all factors received relatively
high ratings, with Exploration, Enjoyment, and ResultsWorth Effort
scoring the highest. However, since exploration is particularly vital
for this task, it receives the highest weighted factor score. Weighted
factor scores are calculated by multiplying a participant’s factor
agreement scale score by the factor count to make them more
sensitive to the factors most important for the given task. In the end,
we computed the average CSI score using the formula mentioned
in [11] and obtained a score of 81.63 (variance = 9.99), which can be
considered a good creativity support score (B-grade). This implies
that AnalogyMate can provide reasonable creativity support for
users engaged in designing data analogies and illustrations but
still has room for improvement. Participants were asked to provide
explanations for each score, with P9 (F, age=21) giving a lower
score for exploration and mentioning the desire to include more
historical exploration and exploration records.

6.1.5 Expert Evaluation. To further evaluate the results created by
our participants in the user study, we invited two domain experts:
a designer with eight years of experience in data visualization (E5)
and an academic researcher with over ten years of experience in
the interdisciplinary domain of design and technology (E6). We
asked the experts to provide their professional opinions and rela-
tive ratings on the illustration drafts produced by our participants.
Their assessments covered four aspects: whether the analogy de-
sign makes it easier to understand the data content, whether the
analogy design helps to grasp the scale of the given data, whether
the analogy design helps engage the audience with the context, and
whether the analogy design is creative.

We asked them to think aloud their opinions and ideas any time
they wanted during the interview sessions. We also posed follow-up
questions whenever we observed that an interviewee’s response
was unclear or if we sought deeper insights into the specifics of
their daily practices. We organized and coded the interview data
using the same method described in Section 3.1. After analyzing the
interview data from the two experts, we identified several common
traits in the works deemed as “good analogy designs”.

Clarity in expressing data and relationships.All theworks regarded
as good representations of data analogies exhibited a high degree of
clarity in the expression of data and relationships. For instance, in
Fig. 7, P6 (F, age=20) compared the distance between the connected
plastic bottles with the distance from Earth to the Moon. These
representations are clear and intuitive in their visual presentations,
facilitating immediate understanding.

Relevance of chosen analogy objects and themes.Another common
trait of good data analogies was the relevance of chosen analogical
objects and themes. For example, in Fig. 7, P5 (F, age=22) compared
the thickness of a sheet of paper (0.104mm) with the thickness of
900,000 sheets of paper (93.6m) to illustrate a 900,000:1 disparity.
Using paper invoked associations with paper money, which empha-
sized the theme of “wealth disparity”. P11 (F, age=22) associated
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Scale Avg. Factor Counts (SD) Avg. Factor Score (SD) Avg. Weighted Factor Score (SD)

Collaboration 15.19 (3.15) 0.63 (0.81) 9.19 (12.18)
Enjoyment 17.81 (2.01) 1.94 (1.18) 35.16 (23.04)
Exploration 16.56 (2.53) 4.19 (0.91) 69.38 (19.32)
Expressiveness 15.63 (3.05) 3.63 (0.96) 56.19 (17.65)
Immersion 15.25 (3.53) 1.5 (0.82) 23.31 (14.48)
Results Worth Effort 16.69 (1.89) 3.13 (1.31) 51.75 (21.73)

Table 1: CSI Results from a Data Analogy Creation Study Using AnalogyMate (N=16). The average CSI score for AnalogyMate in
this study was 81.63 (SD=9.99).

Figure 7: The four analogy design examples created by the
participants in User Study I.

plastic bottles with the Earth, a linkage that both experts noted as
being related to environmental conservation.

Metaphorical information embedded within the theme. The inclu-
sion of metaphorical information within the theme was also a com-
mon characteristic of good data analogy examples. For instance, in
P16’s (F, age=20) illustration draft, 7 meters of seawater submerged
two stories of a building. Both experts noted that this analogy effec-
tively conveys the gravity of the consequences of global warming.
It prompts readers to contemplate the repercussions of people and
buildings being inundated, offering them meaningful inspiration.

Despite the shared opinions of the common traits for good anal-
ogy designs, we also found the two experts have their own personal
preferences regarding analogy designs. E2, the academic researcher,
tended to prefer analogy objects that were more surprising and
creative, while E1, the industry practitioner, leaned towards more
familiar analogy objects. This divergence may stem from the two
experts’ different backgrounds and working scenarios. For example,
P4 (F, age=22) compared the amount of melted ice in Greenland to
“40,000 years of the water flow of Niagara Falls.” E1 praised its cre-
ativity and impact, while E2 expressed concerns about the reader’s
familiarity with Niagara Falls.

6.2 User Study II: Evaluating Data
Comprehension with AnalogyMate

To validate the effectiveness of the system-generated data analogies
in enhancing data comprehension, we conducted a crowdsourced
study, comparing raw data (without analogy) with results generated
by AnalogyMate.

6.2.1 Experiment Design. We adapted the methods used by Sun
et al. [50], in which a crowdsourcing task is designed to collect
participants’ feedback on their understanding of autogenerated

Figure 8: One example case used in User Study II. The base-
line without analogy is on the left, while the analogy design
created with AnalogyMate is on the right.

data. In general, our study aims to collect participants’ responses
regarding three perspectives: their understanding of the given data,
the extent of measurement of the data scale, and the degree of
engagement with the context.

6.2.2 Participants. We posted our study form online and recruited
participants through the Prolific crowdsourcing platform, restrict-
ing potential participants to those residing in the US or UK (who
speak fluent English) to reduce language barriers. Notifications
were provided for participants to acknowledge the study’s purpose
and the fact that no sensitive information was required. We re-
cruited 5 participants for a pilot study and a total of 80 participants
for the main experiment. The experiment was only available to
participants who did not enroll in our pilot study. Contributors
were rewarded $1.24 for an estimated (and actual) completion time
of 10 minutes. The time estimation was based on contributions
from in-person participants.

6.2.3 Procedure and Tasks. In the user study, eight analogy cases
were selected for testing, with each analogy strategy comprising
two, covering each topic. Each case presents visualizations of the
baseline (raw data, referred to as infoPoor) and the data analogy
design (infoRich). By rearranging them, we designed eight user
study forms of 18 pages each. Each stimulus occupies one page (16
pages in total). The experiment starts on page 2, with notifications
on the first page and validation checks on the last.

On each stimulus page, participants were asked to rate according
to the following three statements:

(1) The statement and graphics make it easier for me to under-
stand the data (S1).

(2) The statement and graphics help me grasp the scale of the
given data (S2).

(3) The statement and graphics engage me with the context (S3).
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Participants were allowed to revisit previous pages at any time
during the experiment.

Fig. 8 presents an example case in our user study, with the in-
foPoor stimuli on the left, infoRich stimuli on the right. The afore-
mentioned three rating statements were listed under every stimulus.
After finishing all the questions, every participant must complete
our validation check by confirming they had done our user study
carefully. The validation check contains the first stimulus that ap-
pears in the given form and one stimulus that does not appear.

6.2.4 Result Analysis. We got valid data from 𝑁 = 80 participants
(𝑁 = 10 per form). The number was chosen to achieve an available
sample size for the t-test. Participants are 46.0% female, with a mean
age of 39 and a standard deviation of 13.4. Most of them are from
the UK (66.3%).

Out of the 113 contributors who agreed to the consent form, 33
did not finish the experiment, resulting in an attrition rate of 29.3%.
Among those, 54.5% failed the validation check, and 45.4% quit for
unknown reasons. We then manually examined the time of com-
pletion and rating sequence to drop out obvious duplicate answers.
To further eliminate threats to validity, we compared the standard
deviation of rating scores between the infoRich and infoPoor to
make sure participants did not drop out considerably more often in
one condition than the other. The difference in standard deviations
between the two distributions inforich and infopoor are 0.05 (S1),
0.01 (S2), 0.06 (S3). Thus, we found no evidence that rating scores
were distributed differently across two aspects of the same data
analogy case. In other words, participants did not exhibit significant
differences in the distribution of ratings when evaluating differ-
ent aspects of data analogy cases. This contributes to ensuring the
stability and consistency of the evaluation results, enhancing the
credibility of the research findings.

S1 revolves around the understanding of data, which refers to
the ability to interpret, analyze, and make meaningful sense of infor-
mation presented in a structured or unstructured form. S2 focuses
on the “scale of data”, or the level of measurement or the type of
data you are dealing with. S3 quantifies how well the audience is
engaged with the analogy context. We illustrate a t-test to deter-
mine whether there are significant differences between infoRich
and infoPoor. We set a null hypothesis 𝐻0 that the distribution of
the two subsets is the same. One-tail t-test demonstrates a result
less than < 1%. It is safe to conclude that data analogy enhances
the audience’s understanding of the data, helps them measure the
scale of data more precisely, and participants feel engaged in the
data context.

7 DISCUSSION
In this section, we further discuss the findings of our study. First,
we reflect on some of the lessons learned and design reflections
during the implementation of AnalogyMate. Next, we explore the
generality of data analogies and propose potential application do-
mains that could benefit from our tool. Finally, we summarize the
limitations of our study and outline directions for future work.

7.1 Design Reflections
Leveraging the strengths of AIGC in data analogy design.Artificial In-
telligence Generated Content (AIGC) offers a significant advantage

in providing quick access to extensive knowledge. It can respond to
user queries with standard information based on its vast knowledge
base. Moreover, achieving precise and stable mathematical calcu-
lations and understanding using the current version of LLMs and
Generative Models remains a challenge. Therefore, it is essential
to leverage AIGC techniques in specific steps where they excel
and complement them with human intervention to bridge this gap
effectively.

Balancing diverse results with precise control in data analogy gen-
eration. In the process of generating data analogies, we observed
the impact of utilizing GPT-3.5 for divergent thinking in analogy
creation. Allowing GPT-3.5 to generate analogies without restric-
tions on object types yields diverse and imaginative responses, but
when imposing limitations on object types, the generated lists tend
to converge, resulting in a slight reduction in overall creativity.
Therefore, when harnessing the power of GPT-3.5 to assist in the
design process, it is essential to strike a careful balance between
leveraging its divergent thinking capabilities and imposing con-
straints, a balance that should be determined based on the specific
usage scenarios and design requirements of the task at hand.

7.2 Usage Scenario and Application Domains
Our evaluation results demonstrate the substantial potential of data
analogies in conveying intricate information in a more accessi-
ble manner, thereby enhancing data comprehension and commu-
nication effectiveness. Drawing insights from preliminary study
interviews, the collected dataset, and feedback from participants
in user studies, we ascertain its broad applicability across diverse
domains. Notable application areas include news reporting, where
data analogy proves valuable in presenting challenging numeri-
cal information in a more understandable form (E3, E4, P11). In
popular science and education materials, data analogy serves as a
powerful medium for explaining complex concepts to audiences
with varying levels of numerical proficiency, making the learn-
ing process more engaging (P14). In marketing and advertising,
data analogy can elevate the appeal and effectiveness of adver-
tisements through conceptual transformations and visual effects,
capturing the interest of potential customers (E2). Furthermore, in
cross-industry collaboration and reporting, the use of data analogy
facilitates better understanding among participants from different
domains, encouraging participation, cooperation, and knowledge
transfer in discussions (E3, E4, P11).

7.3 Limitations and Future Work
This work has several limitations which could provide avenues for
future exploration.

First, due to the scope of our research, we primarily focused
on designing data analogies with the assistance of large language
models which can only provide general knowledge. Nevertheless,
individuals from different regions, age groups, and culturesmay pos-
sess varying levels of familiarity with certain concepts. Therefore,
a future focus is the integration of knowledge bases alongside large
language models to tailor analogies to specific audience groups.

Second, the current analogy objects are generated by GPT-3.5,
which may introduce occasional errors in size measurements and
calculations, despite our implementation of various strategies to
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minimize such inaccuracies. Additionally, there are numerous ethi-
cal and responsibility-related issues associated with the generated
models that warrant discussion [57]. These issues may result in bi-
ases in the generated analogies and illustration materials, as well as
an increased risk of copyright infringement. While some research
is focused on mitigating these biases [34, 46], further studies are
still required. Therefore, fostering critical thinking is crucial for
both creators and audiences of AI-generated content.

Third, in AnalogyMate, the unitization strategy may yield results
with large numerical values, potentially challenging for users to per-
ceive. In future work, our goal is to allow users to choose whether
they want to redesign the results for enhanced perceptibility when
necessary.

Finally, our future endeavors involve the integration of personal
attributes with large language models to facilitate personalized
design recommendations. Additionally, we aspire to develop a more
cohesive and integrated tool that enables the direct output of well-
designed illustrations by the system, providing a more seamless
user experience.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced AnalogyMate, a design support tool
that facilitates data analogy creation. Specifically, we first character-
ized a design space of data analogy based on the collected dataset,
previous literature, and preliminary interviews. Then, we proposed
an automatic pipeline for data analogy creation and implemented
a prototype system following the pipeline. Our prototype system
has been proven to significantly assist users in generating more
creative ideas and reducing the time spent searching for illustration
materials. The user study results further demonstrated the effective-
ness of the data analogies created with AnalogyMate in enhancing
data comprehension and communication.
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